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ResortBoards added to Wisp Resort’s Mountain Park
--Menu of activities offered at Mountain Park continue to grow with the addition of ResortBoards-DEEP CREEK LAKE, MD (June 30, 2017) – Wisp Resort has added another offering to the already extensive
list of activities and adventures at the Mountain Park. ResortBoards are new for summer 2017 and will be
available for Guided Tours or for use on the Terrain Track at the Wisp Mountain Park. Guided Tours are
approximately one hour and the cost is $54 per person while the Terrain Track is a 20 minute experience and
the cost is $19 per person. Guests must be between 100 and 400 pounds to ride a ResortBoard.
ResortBoards are 61” long, 10” high and 22” wide with 4-wheel drive delivered on 5X13” all terrain tires
powered by a 50 volt battery with a range of 15 to 18 miles. These personal electric transportation vehicles are
built for off-road conditions with heavy-duty front and back spring brackets, an off-road suspension system and
undercarriage protection system that includes gearbox skid cover and protective roller bars. Described as a
cross between a Segway and a Skateboard/Snowboard, ResortBoards have a throttle button to power the vehicle
forward while the handlebar along with heal-to-toe movement on the board steer the vehicle.
When asked why Wisp Resort chose to add ResortBoards to their lineup of activities, General Manager Jerry
Geisler answered, “Our team demoed the ResortBoards this spring and determined they would be a nice
complement to the Guided Tours because they have a larger carrying capacity, are a bit more rugged and are
extremely stable on various terrain.”
ResortBoard Guided Tours can be booked online at www.wispresort.com or over the phone at 844.259.0267.
Wisp Resort is Maryland’s only all-season ski, golf and recreation resort, overlooking Deep Creek Lake from
Marsh Mountain in the heart of Garrett County, the state’s westernmost county. With more than 65 miles of
shoreline, Deep Creek Lake is Maryland’s largest freshwater lake. Wisp Resort offers 172 acres of skiable
terrain along with a Mountain Park for snow tubing, mountain coaster and ice skating and a Nordic Center for
cross country skiing and snowshoeing. Spring, summer and fall feature an array of outdoor recreation including
three canopy tour zip lines, segway tours, archery, orienteering, chairlift rides, mountain coaster, paddleboard
and kayak rentals, downhill mountain biking, gem mining and disc golf. Groups gather in Wisp Resort’s
40,000 sq ft of function space for meetings, conferences, retreats, reunions and weddings during all four
seasons. Visit www.wispresort.com for pricing and details.
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